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Now, Let’s take a scenario. If you own an online store your payment gateway is your backbone. 
People purchasing fromyour online store expect to be able to look through your inventory , select 
items, review their cart, and completetheir order.  In this case, waiting is not an option.At Last 
when customer clicks the magic button tosubmit their order, the last thing you want is an 
abandoned cart because your payment gateway ran out of time while authorizing the purchase. 
.How can you pinpoint the issue when your payment gateway isn't working properly? How do you 
know where the problem is?



An effective Application monitoring solution is an excellent answer. In your IT business, only a 
very small number of employees will actually possess the knowledge of every element of the 
critical application infrastructure necessary to diagnose issues immediately.  To be proactive, an 
IT infrastructure needs an active, continuous, and automatic monitoring tool that raises alerts as 
soon as an issue is detected, reducing or eliminating the period of time that impacts the user 
community


A day that starts off well can suddenly turn chaotic when 
reports from various departments and sundry locations 
tell a tale of an application that isn’t working properly.



Underperforming applications are a  common complaint.  
For example: Outlook  is slow. A report took too long to 
generate. It takes too long for CRM pages to load. The 
intranet website frequently generates issues. The help desk 
team escalates to the IT admin team. The sysadmin team 
escalates to the application development team. The team 
points fingers at each other and the loop continues to 
blame each other for underperforming applications.
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The Right Tool for the Job


Proactively monitoring a complex application is a difficult order, and over the years many tools 
have set out to do the job. One system to go for real-time alerts. One entity that sees everything, 
knows everything, and correlates everything into a unified view of the IT infrastructure. 
Looking forward to one monitoring tool to rule them all and fulfill the needs of organizations.



Our Trace9 unified monitoring solution utilize industry-leading monitoring frameworks & 
technologies to monitor the health and performance of the entire applications and  IT infrastructure 
along with  across physical, virtual, and hybrid IT environments.It  enables organizations to keep a
track of and observe the performance of their  applications, networks, servers, databases, cloud, and 
all other ITassets in their environment.  



Moreover, it supportsindustry-wide protocols  for monitoring including SNMP, Traps, Syslog, WMI, 
SSH,ICMP, NetFlow, agent-based, agentless and more. It helps quickly detect and diagnose
performance issues with data analytics and visualization engine. Furthermore, it generates
customized reports-on demand and via scheduler as well. Over and above that, it provides
Intelligent alerting, notification, and IT help desk capabilities aligned with customers’ operational
workflows.





Trace9 monitors Windows Serverservices and monitors availability of business-critical applications. 
Moreover, it monitors ADservices and Visualize relationships between applications and underlying 
infrastructure to pinpointthe root cause of application failure.

Challanges for  Application PerformanceMonitoring Solutions

Server & Application Monitoring

Dependency and flow mapping - Continuous delivery paradigm results in improved 
performance overall, but it is challenging to determine the context for monitoring.


Millions of data points are dispersed throughout an ever-more-complex network of 
interactions, ties, and connections


Data shortage - APM-only solutions could overlook configuration and operational 
information available in non-application logs


Unsynchronized timestamps - Timeframe analysis that fails to take into account platform 
requirements or the proper setup results in a lack of knowledge.


Solutions for siloed monitoring - The ability to identify fundamental causes is slowed by 
data spread across several solutions
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Applications Supported :

Protocols Supported:

  Java, Windows services, active directory, MS Exchange, MS IIS, Linux.


         NRPE, NSClient, WMI, SNMP

The screen above depicts Application monitoring at an optimal level. Trace9 provides a bird-eye view of  
health checks,  CPU utilization, Disk I/O size, Latency , Storage  and Memory statistics,  with interfaces 
states timelines, Link Traffic, and details of Disk and memory trends  to monitoe the performance of your 
applications.
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Benefits
The IOTA SOLUTIONS TRACE9 monitors  the health and performance of the entire applications and  
IT infrastructure along with  across multiple IT environments . This robust set of the module will:



 



You can read much more about this and related products on www.iotasolutions.io . By utlizing our 
Trace9  solution  you can monitors the health and performance of your entire applications stack 
along with  customizable Dashboards and Alerts.

 


Actively monitor your entire application stack with Trace9


Monitors availability of business-critical applications


Visualize relationships between applications and underlying infrastructure to pinpoint


the root cause of application failure


Analyze resource utilization trends and operations


Utilize interactive dashboards & reports for entire NOC Operations


Improve employee’s user-experience and minimize downtime



